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Traffic grooming is concerned with the design, operation, and control of networks with
multigranular bandwidth demands. As the number of resources in a multigranular network
increases rapidly with the network size, wavelength capacity, and load, a scalable frame-
work for managing these entities becomes essential. Hierarchical traffic grooming facili-
tates the control and management of multigranular WDM networks. In this paper, we
present a survey of traffic grooming schemes for optical networks that make use of archi-
tectures, algorithms and design techniques that impose a hierarchical structure on the net-
work topology.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Traffic grooming is the field of study that is concerned
with the development of algorithms and protocols for the
design, operation, and control of networks with multigran-
ular bandwidth demands [1]. As the number of logical enti-
ties (including sub-wavelength channels, wavelengths,
wavebands, and fibers) that need to be controlled in a mul-
tigranular network increases rapidly with the network
size, wavelength capacity, and load, a scalable framework
for managing these entities becomes essential for future
wide area WDM networks.

Several variants of the traffic grooming problem have
been studied in the literature under a range of assumptions
regarding the network topology, the nature of traffic, and
the optical and electronic switching model [2–10].
Typically, an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation
serves as the basis for reasoning about and tackling the
problem. One crucial concern about such formulations is
that they are solvable only for small network topologies
[11]. For larger topologies representative of commercial
networks, the ILP formulation cannot be solved to optimal-
ity within a reasonably amount of time (for instance,
within a few hours). Therefore, the offline traffic grooming
problem has mostly been addressed using heuristic algo-
rithms [12] whose quality cannot be easily characterized.
Other approaches tackle the problem by manipulating
the ILP formulation using decomposition or column gener-
ation techniques [13].

Most of the above studies regard the network as a flat
entity for the purposes of lightpath routing, wavelength
assignment, and traffic grooming. It is well-known, how-
ever, that in existing networks resources are typically man-
aged and controlled in a hierarchical manner. The levels of
the hierarchy either reflect the underlying organizational
structure of the network or are designed in order to ensure
scalability of the control and management functions.
Accordingly, several studies have adopted a variety of
hierarchical approaches to traffic grooming that, by virtue
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of decomposing the network, scale well and are more com-
patible with the manner in which networks operate in
practice.

In this paper, we present a survey of traffic grooming
schemes for optical networks that make use of architec-
tures, algorithms and design techniques that impose a
hierarchical structure on the network topology. In Sec-
tion 2, we examine early research in hierarchical traffic
grooming for networks with symmetric or acyclic topolo-
gies, including rings, torus, trees, and stars. In Section 3,
we review a general framework for hierarchical grooming
in networks of general topology, that decomposes the
problem into three logical subproblems: clustering, hierar-
chical virtual topology and traffic routing (H-VTTR), and
routing and wavelength assignment (RWA). In Section 4,
we discuss and compare several variants of the H-VTTR
subproblem. We conclude the survey in Section 5.
Fig. 1. Hierarchical ring architecture with 12 access and 4 backbone
nodes.
2. Hierarchical grooming in elemental topologies

2.1. Ring networks

Early research in traffic grooming focused on ring topol-
ogies [2–4], mainly due to the practical importance of
upgrading the existing SONET/SDH infrastructure to sup-
port multiple wavelengths. A point-to-point WDM ring is
a straightforward extension of a SONET/SDH network, but
requires that each node be equipped with one add-drop
multiplexer (ADM) per wavelength. Clearly, such a solution
has a high ADM cost and cannot scale to more than a few
wavelengths. Therefore, much of the research in this
context has been on reducing the number of ADMs by
grooming sub-wavelength traffic onto lightpaths that opti-
cally bypass intermediate nodes, and several near-optimal
algorithms have been proposed in [3,4]. However,
approaches that do not impose a hierarchical structure
on the ring network may produce traffic grooming solu-
tions, in terms of the number of ADMs and their placement,
that can be sensitive to the input traffic demands.

The study in [2] was the first to present several hierar-
chical ring architectures and to characterize their cost in
terms of the number of ADMs (equivalently, electronic
transceivers or ports) and wavelengths for non-blocking
operation under a model of dynamic traffic. In a single-
hub ring architecture, each node is directly connected to
the hub by a number of lightpaths, and all traffic between
non-hub nodes goes through the hub. In a double-hub
architecture, there are two hub nodes diametrically oppo-
site to each other in the ring. Each node is connected to
both hubs by direct lightpaths, and non-hub nodes send
their traffic to the hubs for grooming and forwarding to
the actual destination.

A more general hierarchical ring architecture was also
proposed in [2]. In this architecture, shown in Fig. 1, ring
nodes are partitioned into two types: access and backbone.
The set of wavelengths is also partitioned into access and
backbone wavelengths. The access wavelengths are used
to connect all nodes, including access and backbone nodes,
in a point-to-point WDM ring that forms the first level of
the hierarchy. At the second level of the hierarchy, the
backbone wavelengths are used to form a point-to-point
WDM ring among the backbone nodes only. This hierarchy
determines the routing of traffic between two access nodes
as follows. If the two access nodes are such that there is no
backbone node along the shortest path between them,
their traffic is routed using single-hop lightpaths over the
access ring along the shortest path. Otherwise, suppose
that b1 and b2 are the first and last backbone nodes, respec-
tively, along the shortest path between two access nodes
a1 and a2 (note that b1 and b2 may coincide). Then, traffic
from a1 to a2 is routed to b1 over the access ring, from there
to b2 over the backbone ring, and finally over the access
ring to a2.

A similar hierarchical ring structure was considered in
[14], and it was shown that using local (access) and bypass
(backbone) wavebands, P-port dynamic traffic (in which
each node is allowed to send and receive at most P wave-
lengths worth of traffic) can be supported with a minimum
number of wavelengths.

A different hierarchical approach for grooming sub-
wavelength traffic in ring networks was introduced in
[15]. Specifically, the N ring nodes are grouped into K
super-nodes, where each super-node consists of several
consecutive ring nodes, as shown in Fig. 2. The idea behind
this partitioning is to pack (groom) all traffic from some
super-node x to another super-node y onto lightpaths that
are routed directly between the two super-nodes, bypass-
ing intermediate nodes and hence, reducing the number
of ADMs required. The study considered both uniform
and distance-dependent traffic patterns, and, for each pat-
tern, derived the number K of super-nodes, as a function of
the number N of ring nodes and the granularity C P 1 of
each wavelength, so as to minimize the number of ADMs;
the granularity C is the number of unit traffic components
that can be carried on a single wavelength.

Finally, [2] also proposes the decomposition of a ring
into contiguous segments; these are similar to the super-
nodes of [15] but are referred to as subnets. The ring
network is organized in a hierarchical manner as a tree
of subnets, where the root of the tree corresponds to a
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Fig. 2. Ring architecture with 4 super-nodes, each of size 4.
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segment that consists of the entire ring. A tree node corre-
sponding to a non-empty subnet s may be subdivided
recursively into contiguous subsegments (subnets), and
these become the children of subnet s in the tree. The set
of wavelengths is also recursively partitioned into transit
and internal sets at each node. Internal wavelengths are
used within each subnet child of a node to carry traffic
local to this subnet, whereas transit wavelengths are used
to carry traffic between the subnet children of a node.

2.2. Torus, tree, and star networks

A hierarchical approach for networks with a torus or
tree topology was presented in [14], and is based on
embedding rings on the underlying topology and then
selecting hub nodes along each ring and using bypass
wavelengths to interconnect the hubs. Consider first a
N �M torus network, whose nodes are logically arranged
on a grid of N rows and M columns. The network is viewed
as a collection of N row-rings and M column-rings, and
several nodes on each ring are designated as hubs; the
hub selection is performed using an algorithm described
in [14]. Traffic demands from some source s to a destina-
tion d are routed in three steps: from s to a hub h1 in the
same row as s along the appropriate row-ring; from h1 to
a hub h2 in the same column as h1 along the column-ring;
and finally from h2 to the destination d in the same row
along a row-ring. This approach imposes a two-level
hierarchy with non-hub nodes at the first level and hub
nodes at the second level.

For tree networks, Chen and Modiano [14] proposes to
embed a virtual ring in two steps: (1) using depth-first
search to visit every node in the tree, and (2) locally
arranging the tree nodes in a ring such that the nodes are
connected in the ring in the order in which the correspond-
ing tree nodes were first visited by the depth-first search.
By defining hubs along the virtual ring, traffic components
can be routed using the same algorithm we described for
the hierarchical ring in Fig. 1.
A traffic grooming algorithm for networks with a star
topology was developed in [16]. The algorithm starts by
creating lightpaths between the hub and each non-hub
node s to carry all traffic originating and terminating at s.
Such a solution provides maximum flexibility in terms of
grooming, since traffic can be packed efficiently for
transmission to the hub, and it can be groomed effectively
there for forwarding to the destination. However, it usually
requires a large number of lightpaths (equivalently,
electronic ports). The algorithm then considers all traffic
components in decreasing order of magnitude. Let t be a
traffic component from some node s to another node d.
The algorithm creates a direct lightpath from s to d to carry
t, if there is an available wavelength for doing so; other-
wise, no such lightpath is created. A direct lightpath is
optically switched at the hub, bypassing electronic switch-
ing and grooming, and creating one has the potential to
decrease the number of lightpaths by eliminating two
lightpaths to/from the hub. The algorithm proceeds until
all traffic components have been considered, and returns
the solution with the minimum number of lightpaths. It
was shown in [16] that this solution is close to optimal
for a wide range of problem instances.

3. Hierarchical grooming in mesh networks

All the approaches we have discussed so far were devel-
oped for networks with topologies that are either symmet-
ric (i.e., ring or torus) or contain no cycles (i.e., tree or star).
A framework for hierarchical traffic grooming that is appli-
cable to networks with a general topology was developed
in [17,18], and builds upon the star grooming algorithm
of [16]. The framework can be used for static or dynamic
traffic, and for either sub-wavelength demands (to be
groomed into lightpaths) or full-wavelength demands (to
be groomed into wavebands) [19]. Although our discussion
will consider only two levels of hierarchy, this approach
can be extended in a straightforward manner to three or
more levels of hierarchy to deal with networks of large
size.

The traffic grooming problem involves the following
conceptual subproblems (SPs) for sub-wavelength
demands [1]:

(1) virtual topology SP: find a set of lightpaths to carry
the offered traffic;

(2) traffic routing SP: route the traffic components over
the lightpaths; and

(3) lightpath routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)
SP: assign a wavelength and path over the physical
topology to each lightpath.

This is only a conceptual decomposition that helps in
understanding and reasoning about the problem; in an
optimal approach, the subproblems would be considered
jointly in the solution. The first and second subproblems
together constitute the grooming aspect of the problem.
We will refer to these two subproblems as the virtual topol-
ogy and traffic routing (VTTR) SP.

The hierarchical grooming approach, first described in
[18], emulates the hub-and-spoke model used by the
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airline industry to ‘‘groom’’ passenger traffic onto connect-
ing flights. Specifically, the network is first partitioned into
clusters (or islands) of nodes, where each cluster consists
of nodes in a contiguous region of the network. The clus-
ters form the first level of the hierarchy, and may either
correspond to independent administrative entities (e.g.,
autonomous systems), or may be created solely for the
purpose of simplifying resource management and control
functions (e.g., as in partitioning a single OSPF administra-
tive domain into multiple areas). Within each cluster, one
node is designated as the hub, and is responsible for
grooming intra-cluster traffic as well as inter-cluster traffic
originating or terminating locally (i.e., at nodes within the
cluster). Hub nodes collectively form the second level of
the hierarchy, and are expected to be provisioned with
more resources (e.g., larger number of switching ports
and higher capacity for grooming traffic) than non-hub
nodes. Returning to the airline analogy, a hub node is sim-
ilar in function to airports that serve as major hubs; these
airports are typically larger than non-hub airports, in terms
of both the number of gates (‘‘ports’’) and physical space
(for ‘‘switching’’ passengers between gates).

To illustrate this approach, let us consider the 32-node
network in Fig. 3. The figure shows a partition of the net-
work into eight clusters, B1; � � � ;B8, each cluster consisting
of four nodes. These clusters represent the first level of
the hierarchy. Within each cluster, one node is the hub;
for instance, node 2 is the hub for cluster B1. The hub nodes
of the eight first-level clusters form the second level of the
hierarchy, and are responsible for grooming and routing
inter-cluster traffic.

The main idea behind the hierarchical grooming strat-
egy in [17] is to solve the first and second subproblems
of the traffic grooming problem (i.e., construct the virtual
topology and determine the routing of traffic components
on it) separately for each level of the hierarchy. In the first
step, each cluster is considered independently of the
others, and a set of lightpaths is created to route local
(intra-cluster) traffic, as well as inter-cluster traffic to
and from the local hub. In the second step, lightpaths are
created between the hub nodes to carry the inter-cluster
traffic. Consequently, the problem of routing inter-cluster
demands is divided into three simpler subproblems: rout-
ing the component to the local hub, from there to the
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Fig. 3. A 32-node network, partitioned into eight first-level clusters
B1; . . . ;B8, with the corresponding hubs at the second level of the
hierarchy.
remote hub, and then to the ultimate destination. Finally,
given the set of inter- and intra-cluster lightpaths, the third
subproblem can be solved on the underlying physical
topology of the network using a standard RWA algorithm.

The hierarchical grooming algorithm for sub-wavelength
demands consists of three phases [17], each discussed in the
following three subsections.
3.1. Clustering and hub selection

The objective of this phase is twofold: (1) to partition
the network nodes into some number k of clusters,
denoted B1; � � � ;Bk, and (2) to select one node in each clus-
ter Bi as the hub, denoted hi. Clearly, the number of clus-
ters, their composition, and the corresponding hubs must
be selected in a way that achieves the goal of minimizing
the number of lightpaths and wavelengths required to
carry the traffic demands. Therefore, the selection of clus-
ters and hubs is a complex and difficult task, as it depends
on both the physical topology of the network and the traf-
fic matrix T. To illustrate this point, consider the tradeoffs
involved in determining the number k of clusters.2 If k is
very small (but greater than one), the amount of inter-
cluster traffic generated by each cluster will likely be large.
Hence, the k hubs may become bottlenecks, resulting in a
large number of ports at each hub and possibly a large num-
ber of wavelengths (since many lightpaths may have to be
carried over the fixed number of links to/from each hub).
On the other hand, a large value for k implies a small num-
ber of nodes within each cluster. In this case, the amount of
intra-cluster traffic will be small, resulting in inefficient
grooming (i.e., a large number of lightpaths); similarly, at
the second-level cluster, Oðk2Þ lightpaths will have to be
set up to carry small amounts of inter-cluster traffic.

It was observed in [17,20] that the clustering and hub
selection subproblem bears similarities to the classical
k-center problem [21,22]. The objective of the k-center
problem is to find a set S of k nodes (centers) in the
network, so as to minimize the maximum distance from
any network node to the nearest center. Thus, the set S
implicitly defines k clusters with corresponding hub nodes
in S. The k-center problem is NP-Complete, and the 2-
approximation algorithm of [21] was adapted in [17,20]
for the traffic grooming context.

A clustering algorithm designed specifically for hierar-
chical traffic grooming was presented in [23]. This work
identified several grooming-specific factors affecting the
selection of clusters and hubs, and developed a parameter-
ized algorithm that can achieve a desired tradeoff among
various goals. The algorithm partitions the network into
clusters by considering: (1) the intra- and inter-cluster
traffic, attempting to cluster together nodes with ‘‘dense’’
traffic in order to reduce the number of long inter-cluster
lightpaths; (2) the capacity of the cut links connecting each
cluster to the rest of the network, selecting clusters with a
relatively large cut size so as to keep the number of wave-
lengths low; and (3) the physical shape of each cluster,
2 Note that in the special case of k ¼ 1, there is a single cluster with one
hub and N � 1 non-hub nodes, whereas in the special case k ¼ N, there are
N clusters, each with a single hub and no non-hub nodes.
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attempting to avoid clusters with a large diameter. The
algorithm also selects hubs on the basis of their physical
degree, to prevent hub links from becoming bottlenecks.
It was shown in [23] that this algorithm outperforms the
k-center algorithm in terms of both the port and wave-
length costs.

3.2. Hierarchical virtual topology and traffic routing

During this phase, the VTTR subproblem of the traffic
grooming problem is solved. The outcome of this phase is a
set of lightpaths for carrying the traffic demands, and a rout-
ing of individual traffic components over these lightpaths.
The formation of the hierarchical virtual topology for traffic
grooming follows three steps: formation of direct lightpaths,
intra-cluster lightpaths, and inter-cluster lightpaths.

Direct lightpaths for large traffic demands. During
this step, ‘‘direct-to-destination’’ lightpaths are created
between two nodes that exchange a large amount of traffic,
even if these nodes belong to different clusters. Similarly,
‘‘direct to/from remote hub’’ lightpaths are created
between some node s and a remote hub h if there is a suf-
ficiently large amount of traffic between s and the nodes in
h’s cluster. Setting up such lightpaths to bypass the local
and/or remote hub node has several benefits: the number
of lightpaths in the virtual topology is reduced, the number
of ports and switching capacity required at hub nodes is
reduced (leading to higher scalability), and the RWA algo-
rithm may require fewer wavelengths (since hubs will be
less of a bottleneck).

Intra-cluster lightpaths. At this step, each cluster is con-
sidered independently of the others, and intra-cluster light-
paths are formed. Consider some cluster B with hub h. B is
viewed as a virtual star such that the intra-cluster lightpaths
within the cluster are formed by (1) having all traffic to
(respectively, from) any node s of B from (to) nodes outside
the cluster originate (terminate) at the hub h, and (2) apply-
ing the algorithm for star networks discussed in Section 2.2
to cluster B in isolation. Having all inter-cluster traffic origi-
nate or terminate at the hub imposes a hierarchical structure
to the virtual topology of lightpaths: inter-cluster traffic,
other than that carried by direct lightpaths set up earlier, is
first carried to the local hub, groomed there with inter-
cluster traffic from other local nodes, carried on lightpaths
to the destination hub (as we discuss shortly), groomed there
with other local and non-local traffic, and finally carried to
the destination node. Also, recall that the lightpaths created
by the star algorithm are either ‘‘single-hop’’ (i.e., from a non-
hub node to the hub, or vice versa), or ‘‘two-hop’’ (i.e., from
one non-hub node to another). Hence, the routing of the
individual traffic components is implicit in the hierarchical
virtual topology of each cluster.

Inter-cluster lightpaths. At the end of the intra-cluster
grooming step, all traffic (other than that carried by the ini-
tial direct lightpaths) from the nodes of a cluster B with
destination outside the cluster, is carried to its hub h for
grooming and transport to the destination hub. In order
to carry this traffic, a second-level cluster is considered,
consisting of the k hub nodes of the first-level clusters. This
cluster is also viewed as a virtual star with an associated
traffic matrix representing the inter-cluster demands only.
The inter-cluster lightpaths to carry these demands are
then obtained by applying the star algorithm of Section 2.2
to this cluster in isolation. As with intra-cluster lightpaths,
the routing of the individual traffic components is implicit
in the topology.

3.3. Routing and wavelength assignment

The outcome of the virtual topology phase is a set of
lightpaths and an implicit routing of the original traffic
components over these lightpaths. The objective of this
phase is to route the lightpaths over the underlying phys-
ical topology, and color them using the minimum number
of wavelengths. The static RWA problem on arbitrary
network topologies has been studied extensively in the
literature [8,9,24–26], and any existing algorithm may be
used in this case. Hence, by decoupling the grooming and
routing of sub-wavelength traffic components onto light-
paths from the routing and wavelength assignment for
these lightpaths, hierarchical grooming may capitalize on
the vast body of research on RWA algorithms.

3.4. Discussion

The hierarchical grooming framework for general topology
networks that was presented in [17] and summarized
above has the following desirable characteristics:

� it is hierarchical, facilitating control, management, and
security functions;
� it decouples the grooming of traffic components into

lightpaths from the routing and wavelength assignment
for these lightpaths: grooming is performed on a virtual
hierarchy of clusters while RWA is performed directly
on the underlying physical topology;
� it provisions only a few nodes (the hubs) for grooming

traffic they do not originate or terminate;
� it handles efficiently small traffic demands: at the first

level of hierarchy, nodes pack their traffic on lightpaths
to the local hub; at the second level, demands among
remote clusters are packed onto lightpaths between
the corresponding hubs; and
� it allows for large traffic components to be routed on

direct lightpaths, eliminating the cost of terminating
and switching them at intermediate nodes.

Note, however, that the algorithm proposed in [17] to
solve the VTTR subproblem imposes the following con-
straints on the virtual topology:

� It defines a cluster of nodes around each hub, and
requires non-hub nodes to groom inter-cluster traffic
towards their local hub only.
� In constructing the virtual topology, it considers each

cluster at the first level of the hierarchy, as well as the
cluster of hubs at the second level, in isolation.
� It constructs the virtual topology for each cluster by

viewing it as a virtual star and applying the algorithm
in Section 2.2, despite the fact that the physical topology
of the cluster may be very different than that of a physical
star.
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With these constraints, the algorithm only takes a few
seconds to construct the virtual topology for networks
with fifty or more nodes [17]. On the other hand, the con-
straints exclude a large number of potential solutions
hence the algorithm explores only a small fraction of the
hierarchical virtual topology solution space. For instance,
solutions that groom inter-cluster traffic from a node
through a hub other than the node’s local hub are disal-
lowed. Similarly, at the second level of the hierarchy,
grooming of traffic between hubs is only allowed via a
virtual star topology.

In the next section, we examine several variants of the
hierarchical VTTR problem so as to explore the spectrum
of solutions between (1) the flat grooming approach that
is the subject of most studies, and (2) the hierarchical
grooming algorithm of [17].
4. The hierarchical VTTR problem and variants

Consider a connected graph G ¼ ðV;LÞ, where V denotes
the set of nodes and L denotes the set of directed links
(arcs) in the network. Let L ¼ jLj denote the number of
links. Each directed link l 2 L consists of an optical fiber
that may support W distinct wavelengths indexed as
1;2; . . . ;W . Let T ¼ ½tsd� denote the traffic demand matrix,
where tsd is a non-negative integer representing the traffic
demand units to be established from source node s to
destination node d. In general, traffic demands may be
asymmetric, i.e., tsd – tds. Finally, let C denote the capacity
of a single wavelength channel in terms of traffic demand
units.

Consider a hierarchical approach to traffic grooming
that consists of the three phases we described in Section 3.
More specifically, assume that the first phase (hub selec-
tion) and the third phase (routing and wavelength assign-
ment) are solved using the algorithms discussed in
Sections 3.1 and 3.3, respectively. Therefore, for the
remainder of this section we focus on hierarchical solu-
tions to the virtual topology and traffic routing (VTTR)
problem of the second phase. The objective of interest is
to minimize the total number of lightpaths used in the
network; such an objective decreases the use of critical
resources and provides ample flexibility for future expan-
sion of the network.

To define the hierarchical VTTR (H-VTTR) problem, we
assume that a set H � V of hub nodes in the network is
given. Hub nodes are nodes with traffic grooming capabil-
ities. However, in contrast with the work in [17] (and the
problem variant we discuss in the following subsection),
no clusters are defined in the network; in other words,
non-hub nodes are not assumed to be assigned to clusters
and associated with a ‘‘local’’ hub. We also letN ¼ V n H be
the set of non-hub nodes, and K ¼ jHj be the number of
hubs.

Definition 4.1 (H-VTTR). Given the set V of nodes in the
graph G, the set of hubs H, the wavelength capacity C, and
the traffic demand matrix T, establish the minimum
number of lightpaths to carry all traffic demands, under
two constraints: (1) only hub nodes may groom traffic that
they do not themselves originate or terminate, and (2) no
direct lightpaths between two non-hub nodes (i.e., nodes
in N ) are allowed.

H-VTTR is a generalization of the VTTR problem defined
and studied in [27]. Specifically, VTTR allows grooming of
traffic to take place at any node in the network, as well
as lightpaths to exist between any pair of nodes in the net-
work. Therefore, if we let H ¼ V and N ¼ ;, i.e., each node
to be a hub node, H-VTTR reduces to VTTR. Note also that,
because of the constraint on direct lightpaths, traffic
between two non-hub nodes has to be carried on at least
two lightpaths via at least one hub node. For the ILP formu-
lation of the H-VTTR problem, the reader is referred to [28].

In the following subsections we discuss two variants of
the H-VTTR problem, both inspired by the airline industry’s
hub-and-spoke model.

4.1. H-VTTR with clustering (HC-VTTR)

The hierarchical VTTR with clustering (HC-VTTR) prob-
lem is a variant of H-VTTR that adopts the concept of clus-
tering considered in [17]. Specifically, we assume that the
set V of network nodes is partitioned into K ¼ jHj clusters,
v1; . . . ;vK , and that node hi 2 H is the hub node of cluster
v i. In HC-VTTR, traffic originating from, or terminating at,
a non-hub node in cluster v i may only be groomed with
other traffic at the local hub hi. More formally, we have
the following definition.

Definition 4.2 (HC-VTTR). Given the set V of nodes in the
graph G, the set of hubs H, a set of K ¼ jHj clusters
fv1; . . . ; vHg such that each node hi 2 H is the hub of
cluster v i, the wavelength capacity C, and the traffic
demand matrix T, establish the minimum number of
lightpaths to carry all traffic demands, under three con-
straints: (1) only hub nodes may groom traffic that they do
not originate or terminate, (2) traffic originating from, or
terminating at, a non-hub node in cluster v i may only be
groomed with other traffic at the local hub hi, and (3) no
direct lightpaths between two non-hub nodes (i.e., nodes
in N ) are allowed.

The key idea in HC-VTTR is to ensure that grooming of
traffic takes place ‘‘near’’ non-hub nodes (i.e., at their local
hub). Local grooming handles small traffic demands effi-
ciently, and it prevents solutions with long underutilized
lightpaths. On the other hand, traffic between two non-
hub nodes in different clusters must be carried on at least
three lightpaths: from the source node to its local hub,
then to the remote hub, and finally to the destination node.
The ILP formulation of the HC-VTTR problem is similar to
that of the H-VTTR problem with additional constraints
to prevent the establishment of lightpaths between a
non-hub node and hubs other than the one in its cluster.

4.2. Hierarchical grooming with direct lightpaths

The H-VTTR and HC-VTTR problems explicitly prevent
direct lightpaths between non-hub nodes. Note, however,
that if there is sufficient traffic between two non-hub
nodes to fill a lightpath, forcing this traffic to travel via a
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hub node results in more lightpaths: sending the traffic
directly to its destination requires only one lightpath,
whereas sending it through one or more hubs requires at
least two lightpaths without improving the grooming of
other traffic (since this traffic takes up the whole capacity
of these lightpaths). Our experience [17] also indicates that
it is often cost-effective to establish partially filled direct
lightpaths as long as these lightpaths have high utilization
(i.e., the traffic between the two non-hub nodes is close to
the capacity of a lightpath). Such high direct traffic
demands may not present effective opportunities to groom
other traffic on the same lightpaths; furthermore, includ-
ing partially filled lightpaths in the solution makes it pos-
sible to accommodate future increases in traffic demands
without the need to establish new lightpaths, an important
consideration for long-term network planning.

We now formally define the H-VTTR problem with
direct lightpaths (H-VTTR/DL); its ILP formulation is
available in [28].

Definition 4.3 (H-VTTR/DL). Given the set V of nodes in
the graph G, the set of hubs H, the wavelength capacity C,
the traffic demand matrix T, and a threshold h; 0 < h 6 1,
establish the minimum number of lightpaths to carry all
traffic demands, under two constraints: (1) only hub nodes
may groom traffic that they do not originate or terminate,
and (2) direct lightpaths between two non-hub nodes (i.e.,
nodes in N ) are allowed only if the traffic between these
nodes is at least equal to hC.

A similar HC-VTTR/DL problem with clustering can be
defined, in which direct lightpaths between non-hub
nodes, or a non-hub node and a remote hub, are allowed
as long as the traffic between these nodes is at least equal
to hC. The ILP formulation of the problem is similar to the
formulation of H-VTTR/DL with additional constraints.

Note that, by disallowing direct lightpaths between
non-hub nodes, the ILP formulations of the H-VTTR and
HC-VTTR problems restrict the solution space substan-
tially. Accordingly, the scalability of the traffic grooming
problem improves to the point that it can be solved to opti-
mality within minutes for network sizes representative of
national or international backbones (refer also to the next
subsection). The H-VTTR/DL and HC-VTTR/DL variants, on
the other hand, allow for certain direct lightpaths as deter-
mined by the threshold value h. Specifically, the smaller
the value of h, the larger the size of the solution space that
the formulations include. At the limit, i.e., when h ¼ 0, the
H-VTTR/DL and HC-VTTR/DL problems reduce to taking a
flat (i.e., non-hierarchical) approach to traffic grooming;
as we mentioned earlier, such flat approaches cannot be
solved to optimality for anything but toy networks. There-
fore, the value of h represents a tradeoff between the size
of the solution space (and, hence, solution quality) and
scalability. It has been observed [28] that the number of
lightpaths in the optimal solution is not affected when
the value of the threshold decreases below h ¼ 0:6. This
observation is consistent with intuition and represents a
balance between solution quality and running time.

Finally, we note that the HC-VTTR/DL problem is identi-
cal to the one studied in [17]. But whereas the virtual
topology algorithm developed in [17] treated each cluster
in isolation as a virtual star and used a heuristic to deter-
mine the lightpaths, the ILP formulation considers the clus-
ters in an integrated manner and solves the HC-VTTR
problem optimally.

4.3. Performance comparison

We now present results to evaluate the performance of
hierarchical solutions to the VTTR problem in terms of two
metrics: quality of solution (i.e., the number of lightpaths
produced by the solution) and running time. We compare
the following five ILP formulations: H-VTTR, H-VTTR/DL,
HC-VTTR, HC-VTTR/DL, and VTTR. Note that the VTTR ILP
formulation is similar to the one for H-VTTR in [28], but
takes a flat view of the network such that grooming may
take place at any node, not just hubs, and lightpaths are
allowed between any pairs of nodes without any threshold
constraints on the traffic demands. Since the four hierar-
chical formulations are derived from the VTTR formulation
by adding appropriate constraints, the solution to the VTTR
formulation provides a lower bound for the solutions to
the hierarchical formulations. (In fact, as shown in [29],
the solution to the VTTR formulation is a lower bound to
the solution of the original traffic grooming problem, and
it is optimal whenever the network is not wavelength lim-
ited.) Hence, we are interested in characterizing the perfor-
mance of the hierarchical solutions relative to the baseline
VTTR formulation.

Four network topologies were used in this study (link
counts refer to directed links): the 14-node, 42-link NSFNet
[30]; the 17-node, 52-link German network [31]; the 32-
node, 106-link network shown in Fig. 3; and the 47-node,
192-link network from [32]. For each problem instance,
the traffic matrix T ¼ ½tsd� was generated by drawing each
traffic demand Tsd uniformly and randomly in the interval
½0; tmax�. Each data point in the following figures is the aver-
age of ten problem instances. For the experiments, the
wavelength capacity was set to C ¼ 16, the threshold value
was fixed to h ¼ 0:6, and the value of parameter tmax was
varied as tmax ¼ 10;20;30;40;50;60, to investigate various
traffic loads. The results were obtained by running the IBM
CPLEX 12 optimization tool on a cluster of identical com-
pute nodes with dual Woodcrest Xeon CPU at 2.33 GHz
with 1333 MHz memory bus, 4 GB of memory and 4 MB
L2 cache. A 3% relative optimality gap was imposed in solv-
ing the optimization problems with CPLEX.

Figs. 4 and 5 compare the five formulations above
across the four network topologies, in terms of the objec-
tive value and the CPU time it takes CPLEX to solve them,
respectively. For these experiments, we set tmax ¼ 40, and
we used the k-center algorithm [21] to determine the hubs
for each topology. Specifically, we set the number of hubs
to four for the 14- and 17-node topologies, and eight for
the 32- and 47-node networks. We also set a time limit
of two hours. As we can see, CPLEX was able to solve all
the formulations within the time limit, except for the VTTR
formulation on the 47-node network for which no integer
solution was found within two hours; hence, the two fig-
ures do not present results for this formulation and
topology.
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Let us first refer to Fig. 4 that compares the five formu-
lations in terms of solution quality. We first note that the
objective value increases with the size of the network
topology, as expected: for a given value of tmax, a larger net-
work has more traffic to carry than a smaller one, requiring
a larger number of lightpaths. We also note that the objec-
tive value obtained by solving the HC-VTTR formulation is
always higher than that obtained by H-VTTR. Recalling the
problem definitions, HC-VTTR includes more constraints
than H-VTTR: in the former, traffic from a non-hub node
must be groomed at the local hub, whereas in the latter
it may be groomed at any hub node. Therefore, the solution
to HC-VTTR cannot be better than that to H-VTTR. Also, the
variants that allow for direct lightpaths (H-VTTR/DL and
HC-VTTR/DL) lead to solutions that are better than variants
that do not allow direct lightpaths (H-VTTR and HC-VTTR,
respectively). Again, this result can be explained by the fact
that allowing direct lightpaths increases the space of can-
didate solutions. Finally, the original VTTR formulation
produces the best solution, as expected, for the three topol-
ogies for which a solution to this formulation was obtained
within the time limit. However, in all three cases, the solu-
tion to H-VTTR/DL is very close to that of VTTR. Overall, the
relative performance of the five formulations is consistent
across the four topologies: VTTR leads to the best solution,
followed by H-VTTR/DL, HC-VTTR/DL, H-VTTR, and HC-
VTTR, in this order.

Let us now turn our attention to Fig. 5 that compares
the running time for the five formulations. We observe that
solving the HC-VTTR formulation takes the least amount of
time, less than a second, on average, even for the 47-node
network. Among the hierarchical formulations, the next
fastest solution time is achieved by HC-VTTR/DL, followed
by H-VTTR and H-VTTR/DL. We also note that, for a given
formulation, the running time is similar for the 14- and
17-node networks, and is also similar (but higher) for the
32- and 47-node networks. On the other hand, for the
two small networks, the VTTR formulation that does not
impose any hierarchical structure on the topology, takes
about the same time as H-VTTR/DL, the hierarchical formu-
lation with the worst running time. But whereas the run-
ning time of H-VTTR/DL increases by a small factor as we
move from the 17- to the 32-node network, the running
time of VTTR increases by almost three orders of magni-
tude; similarly, the running time of H-VTTR/DL increases
slightly from the 32- to the 47-node network, but the run-
ning time of VTTR increases significantly and exceeds the
two-hour limit we imposed. From these results, we con-
clude that imposing a hierarchical structure on the virtual
topology is not beneficial in terms of running time when
the size of the network is relatively small (in our study,
up to 17 nodes). However, as the network size grows, flat
solutions (i.e., VTTR) do not scale whereas hierarchical
solutions scale quite well; indeed, it is at larger network
sizes that one would expect the benefits of hierarchical
structures to materialize. Overall, these results indicate
that H-VTTR/DL represents the best tradeoff between run-
ning time and solution quality, as it takes, on average,
about 100 s or less to obtain solutions close to the optimal
(i.e., that obtained by VTTR).

In Fig. 6 we compare the solution quality of the five
formulations as a function of tmax, i.e., the traffic load. The
results shown are for the 32-node network with eight
hubs; the relative behavior of the various curves is repre-
sentative of that for the other topologies. As the traffic load
increases, the number of lightpaths increases almost
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linearly, but the rate of increase depends on the particular
formulation. We also observe that the relative performance
across the various values of tmax is similar to that in Fig. 4,
i.e., HC-VTTR requires the largest number of lightpaths,
followed by H-VTTR and HC-VTTR/DL, while H-VTTR/DL
and VTTR have very similar objective values. These results
further support our earlier conclusion that H-VTTR/DL pro-
vides the best tradeoff between running time and solution
quality.

Finally, Figs. 7 and 8 show the effect of the number K of
hubs on the objective value and running time, respectively,
for the four hierarchical grooming formulations. As we can
see, the number of hubs has little effect on the number of
lightpaths for formulations that allow direct lightpaths;
this result is due to the fact that a good amount of traffic
is sent over such direct lightpaths and hence the number
of hubs is not very important. For H-VTTR, as the number
of hubs increases, the solution improves; since H-VTTR
allows a node to send traffic to any hub, increasing the
number of hubs also increases the number of candidate
solutions. HC-VTTR, on the other hand, requires each node
to send its traffic to the local hub, hence increasing the
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number of hubs may also initially increase the overall
number of lightpaths. As Fig. 8 indicates, the running time
increases with the number of hubs across all formulations,
between one and two orders of magnitude K ¼ 2 to K ¼ 8.
Therefore, if one of the formulations that allow direct
lightpaths is adopted, these results indicate that a smaller
number of hubs should be used.
5. Concluding remarks

We have presented a comprehensive review of research
in hierarchical traffic grooming techniques. Such tech-
niques present an efficient and scalable approach to
grooming multigranular traffic in large-scale WDM net-
works with a general topology. With the emergence of
the elastic optical network paradigm, exciting new direc-
tions open up for the traffic grooming problem. We believe
that new hierarchical approaches to attack the problem
more ambitiously and in more general contexts remain,
and we are certain that many significant results are
forthcoming.
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